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NASHVILLE, Tenn., March 11, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- Today at the Technology & Maintenance Council's 2013 Annual Meeting, Dana Holding

Corporation (NYSE: DAN) launched a new Spicer Life® Series main driveshaft and inter-axle shaft specifically designed to supply greater torque,
durability, and savings for severe-duty vocational applications as well as low-emission, high-efficiency trucks.

The latest in a fully upgraded line of Spicer heavy-duty universal joints, Dana offers standard service and extra heavy-duty versions of the SPL®-350

driveshaft, as well as the complementary SPL®-250 inter-axle shaft.  Available in the second half of 2013, these additions to the Spicer family of
heavy-duty U-joints extend the expected life of the drivetrain and eliminate application restrictions on engine power in today's Class 8 linehaul and
vocational vehicles. 

The most robust heavy-duty driveshaft and inter-axle shaft in their classes, the SPL-350 driveshaft and SPL-250 inter-axle are designed to withstand
the increased stress placed on the driveline by high-efficiency on-highway trucks, as well as severe vocational applications including heavy equipment,
mining, oil fields, and road trains. 

"As vehicle manufacturers downspeed engines, torque demands on the rest of the drivetrain increase dramatically," said Pat D'Eramo, president of
Dana Commercial Vehicle Driveline Technologies.  "These new, more robust driveshafts have been designed to provide the optimal combination of
durability, size, and weight needed to help heavy-duty truck owners maximize the productivity of their fleets."

Delivering up to 35,000 Nm of torque capacity in a smaller, more lightweight package, the SPL-350 driveshaft and SPL-250 inter-axle shaft are
equipped with High Power Density™ design features that extend product life and outperform competing driveshafts.  Like all Spicer heavy-duty
U-joints, these products feature an optional service-free design for further maintenance and lifecycle benefits, more power density than competing
products, and a 40 percent improvement in bearing life over competitive designs.

The SPL-350 driveshaft and SPL-250 inter-axle shaft are ideally suited for use with the Spicer® AdvanTEK® 40 tandem axle, also debuting this week
at TMC.  Offering a powerful combination of high-demand features, the Spicer AdvanTEK 40 axle offers improved performance and efficiency, the
industry's fastest axle ratio of 2.26:1, lower axle weight, and optimum inter-axle driveline angles.

Dana will feature the SPL-350 driveshaft and SPL-250 inter-axle shaft in booth 848 at TMC this week, and they may also be seen at the Mid-America
Trucking Show next week in booth 30555.

For more information on Spicer Life Series driveshafts and the Spicer AdvanTEK 40 tandem axle, visit www.dana.com/commercialvehicle.

About Dana Holding Corporation
Dana is a world-leading supplier of driveline, sealing, and thermal-management technologies that improve the efficiency and performance of
passenger, commercial, and off-highway vehicles with both conventional and alternative-energy powertrains.  The company's global network of
engineering, manufacturing, and distribution facilities provides original-equipment and aftermarket customers with local product and service support.
Based in Maumee, Ohio, Dana employs more than 23,000 people in 26 countries and reported 2012 sales of $7.2 billion. For more information, please
visit www.dana.com.
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